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ABSTRACT  
Complex optical quantum states based on entangled photons are essential for investigations of fundamental physics and 
are the heart of applications in quantum information science. Recently, integrated photonics has become a leading 
platform for the compact, cost-efficient, and stable generation and processing of optical quantum states. However, on-
chip sources are currently limited to basic two-dimensional (qubit) two-photon states, whereas scaling the state 
complexity requires access to states composed of several (>2) photons and/or exhibiting high photon dimensionality. 
Here we show that the use of integrated frequency combs (on-chip light sources with a broad spectrum of evenly-spaced 
frequency modes) based on high-Q nonlinear microring resonators can provide solutions for such scalable complex 
quantum state sources. In particular, by using spontaneous four-wave mixing within the resonators, we demonstrate the 
generation of bi- and multi-photon entangled qubit states over a broad comb of channels spanning the S, C, and L 
telecommunications bands, and control these states coherently to perform quantum interference measurements and state 
tomography. Furthermore, we demonstrate the on-chip generation of entangled high-dimensional (quDit) states, where 
the photons are created in a coherent superposition of multiple pure frequency modes. Specifically, we confirm the 
realization of a quantum system with at least one hundred dimensions. Moreover, using off-the-shelf 
telecommunications components, we introduce a platform for the coherent manipulation and control of frequency-
entangled quDit states. Our results suggest that microcavity-based entangled photon state generation and the coherent 
control of states using accessible telecommunications infrastructure introduce a powerful and scalable platform for 
quantum information science.  
Keywords: Quantum optics; Integrated photonics; Frequency combs; Nonlinear processes, spontaneous four-wave 
mixing 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Entangled optical quantum states represent a key resource for fundamental quantum science and applications such as 
quantum communications1, powerful processing and simulations2, as well as metrology and sensing3. Indeed, exploiting 
the full potential of photons for quantum technologies demands access to the custom preparation and coherent 
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manipulation of complex optical quantum states. Their complexity can be augmented by increasing the number N of 
photons in the state and/or the photon dimensionality D, where the state Hilbert space size scales as D^N.  
While the low-footprint and stability of integrated photonics has made it a highly-competitive platform for the 
generation and processing of optical quantum states, complex states remain largely inaccessible. Specifically, the 
generation of multi-partite entangled states4 is experimentally very challenging and had not to date been achieved on an 
integrated platform. Likewise, using current approaches, the on-chip preparation of high-dimensional optical 
entanglement requires highly-complex and specialized components. Specifically, high-dimensional path-entanglement 
requires D coherently-excited identical sources and complicated circuits of beam-splitters5, while time-entanglement 
needs elaborate multi-arm interferometers6.  
The frequency-domain offers a unique framework for the generation and manipulation of complex states within a single 
spatial mode, as shown by its recent exploitation in quantum frequency combs (QFC). Using integrated optics and 
telecommunication infrastructures, QFCs have recently been used to realize and coherently control the first on-chip 
sources of both multi-photon states7 and entangled high-dimensional states8–10, and as such, provide a promising 
framework for future quantum information technologies.   
 
2. QUANTUM FREQUENCY COMBS 
Integrated frequency combs are on-chip light sources with a broad spectrum of evenly-spaced frequency modes, and are 
emitted from a nonlinear micro-cavity by optically-exciting one of its resonances11. When this micro-cavity is operated 
below the optical parametric oscillation threshold, two-photon states can be generated. In third-order nonlinear micro-
cavities, spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) annihilates two excitation field photons and generates a signal and an 
idler photon12 (Figure 1). Both the signal and idler are created in a superposition of the neighboring spectrally-distinct 
frequency comb mode states, and are spectrally correlated due to the energy conservation of the SFWM process. 
 
Figure 1. An excitation field is coupled to the integrated nonlinear micro-resonator and is made, through filtering, to only 
excite a single resonance. Spontaneous four-wave mixing mediates the annihilation of two excitation field photons and the 
generation of a daughter photon pair (signal and idler) superimposed over the neighboring frequency modes. 
Thanks to cavity field enhancement, QFC sources deliver high quantum state generation rates at low excitation powers 
compared to plain-waveguide sources13. More importantly, this concept also provides a solution for state scalability and 
complexity by allowing several frequency modes (compatible with telecommunications wavelength-division 
multiplexing channels) to be accessible within a single waveguide spatial mode, and straightforward access to 
entanglement, superposition, and multi-partite states. Several multi-channel sources based on QFCs have already been 
demonstrated, among them combs of correlated photons12, cross-polarized photon pairs14, entangled photon pairs7,15,16, 
multi-photon states7, and frequency-bin entangled states8–10. 
 
3. MULTI-PHOTON ENTANGLED STATE GENERATION AND CONTROL 
Through the double-pulse excitation of an integrated micro-ring cavity resonance, we demonstrate the generation of 
time-bin entangled photon pairs17 over the entire frequency comb spectrum (where the daughter photon pair is produced 
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 in a superposition of two discrete generation times, corresponding to the two coherent-but-separate pulsed excitations of 
the micro-ring). Stabilized fiber interferometers, comprised of standard fiber telecommunications elements, are used to 
both prepare the pulse pair and project the time-bin entangled qubits for processing. Using this scheme, we measure 
qubit entanglement with fidelities above 90% both on co- as well as cross-polarized photon pairs, compatible with future 
on-chip implementation of quantum information processing protocols. The measured density matrix of the two-photon 
state also agrees very well with the expected ideal state, confirmed by a measured fidelity of 96%.   
Finally, we note that in our quantum comb, the excitation field and the generated photons are intrinsically bandwidth-
matched due to the resonance characteristics of the ring cavity, enabling the multiplication of Bell states and the 
generation of a four-photon time-bin entangled state. We confirm the generation of this four-photon entangled state 
through four-photon quantum interference with a measured visibility of 89% without background correction7. The 
measured density matrix of the four-photon entangled qubit state also reaches a fidelity of 64%, comparable in quality to 
other, non-integrated four-photon states. 
 
4. HIGH-DIMENSIONAL ENTANGLED STATE GENERATION AND CONTROL 
We spectrally filtered a mode-locked laser to excite a single resonance of an integrated micro-ring resonator. The photon 
pairs generated cover multiple resonances due to the broad phase-matching condition, and are intrinsically generated as a 
high-dimensional superposition of resonance frequency mode states, and entangled due to the SFWM energy 
conservation condition. We then exploit a concatenation of standard telecommunications elements for the coherent 
manipulation of the state within a single spatial mode, exploiting such elements as programmable spectral phase filters 
and electro-optical phase modulators. The programmable filters are used to impose an arbitrary phase and amplitude 
mask on the frequency components of the quantum state, while phase modulation deterministically shifts and mixes the 
different frequency components in a designed manner. 
The control scheme can then be used to implement arbitrary phase gates, as well as to perform deterministic high-
dimensional projection measurements. We first use these components to characterize the dimensionality of the state, and 
conclude, using joint spectral intensity18 and second-order coherence function19 measurements, that the quantum state 
has a Schmidt number of 10 and Hilbert space dimensionality of 100, which is formed by two entangled quDits with 
D=10. We then validate our platform by measuring violations of a high-dimensional Bell inequality and performing 
quantum state tomography. Specifically, we record quantum interference for D = 2, 3, and 4, where we find visibilities 
of 83.7%, 86.6%, and 86.4%, respectively, all violating their respective high-dimensional Bell inequalities for D = 2, 3, 
and 4, respectively20. We then performed quantum state tomography to experimentally extract the state density matrices 
also for D = 2, 3, and 4, confirming that the experimental quantum states are very close to the ideal maximally entangled 
states with measured fidelities of 88.5%, 80.9%, and 76.6% for D = 2, 3, and 4, respectively8.  
 
5. CONCLUSION 
Integrated quantum frequency combs based on third-order nonlinearities are shown to be a scalable and versatile 
platform for quantum state generation and for practical, optical quantum information processing. Our results indicate that 
microcavity-based multi-photon and high-dimensional entangled states and their time- and spectral-domain manipulation 
using standard telecommunications components can open up new venues for reaching the state complexities and 
processing capabilities required for meaningful quantum information science.  
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